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For over 60 years, Team Mariposa

has been dedicated to making a

measurable difference...



Introduction
The Mariposa Foundation is a corporate philanthropic organization aiming to
make a measurable difference across Canada and throughout the world. We
among Team Mariposa, achieve this by maintaining existing partnerships,
developing friendly relations among other people of like minded and ambition to
take action as a force for good throughout the communities where we conduct
business and have proudly serviced for decades. Our recent endeavor to expand
our operations across Canada, inspires us to feel excited that our philanthropic
initiatives can expand and enable our company to make an even greater
contribution. The Mariposa Foundation is headquartered on the Mariposa Farm
nearby Guelph, Ontario, Canada.

 



OUR GOAL

MINA
Our precious MINA, Mariposa's

Animal Reservation upon Lake Erie.

WORLD CHAMP
Supporting Youth Sports Programs across

Canada and throughout the world. 

LET'S FIX OUR
COMMUNITIES

I S  T O  M A K E  A  M E A S U R A B L E  D I F F E R E N C E !

We apply passion and care, and
not just a fresh coat of paint.



CANADIANS
H E L P I N G  O U R  F E L L O W

At Mariposa, we are extremely proud to be founded as a Canadian company.

Helping the communities where we conduct business, delights us to no end.

When we raise the Flag of "Our Beloved Canada" on the pole erected on the lawns
of the buildings where our company operates across the country and abroad,
there is a sense of pride that overwhelms us. We among Team Mariposa believe
that because we are Canadian, making a measurable difference comes natural.
 



OUR EFFORTS EXCEED
EXPECTATIONS...
O U R  U L T I M A T E  P E R F O R M A N C E  F O R  P H I L A N T H R O P Y .

Since 1962, Mariposa has been at the top of our game when it comes to interior painting
across Toronto and surrounding areas. We know what it takes to create wonderful results
that will beautify the interior and exterior of your residential, commercial, or institutional
property.

Our philanthropic task is to transform your vision into a reality, while staying within the
parameters of your desire and timeline. We're not just another painting company trying to
do good, we are a premier painting and decorating service provider with a reputation that
is second to none!

Your interior or exterior painting and decorating project matters for a number of reasons,
and not just because it enhances the visual aesthetics. So make sure you contact the best
painting and decorating company that delivers the finest results, each and every time!



Aside from receiving a complete interior makeover, this is the easiest way to
dramatically change the appearance. The colours we assist you with selecting, will have
a significant impact on how your residential, commercial, or institutional property will
look like; which could include light colours that make the space look larger for instance.
No matter what you choose, the result will revamp the look of the property.
Painting is a fantastic way to personalize your living or working space. When you own
or maintain a home or commercial building, it doesn't quite feel like it's yours yet, until
you take care of custom details. We recommend that you place your signature on the
property by creating the interior look you want.
Fresh and high-quality paint can also help protect the walls much better. While the
paint may not be able to guard against dings, it can protect against dirt from daily wear
and tear, as well as moisture which leads to mildew and mold.

Improve your space with Mariposa's Philanthropic Interior Painting and Decorating.

When you're concerned about curb appeal, you focus on exterior painting, although when
you want to change the ambiance, it's all about interior painting. Our philanthropic task is
to help you enhance your home or business with professional painting.
You'll be able to enjoy advantages such as:

When you are ready to get started with your painting and decorating project, 
contact us at: philanthropy@mariposacanada.ca



Improve your space with Mariposa's Philanthropic Exterior Painting and Decorating.

Mariposa is the right philanthropist motivated company to contact when you need exterior
painting and decorating. Your exterior painting and decorating project isn't just a matter
of personal preference. In many cases, it's also a priority, and we can cater to both.

While exterior painting and decorating, or even interior for that matter, are not tasks you
should do yourself, although you should still be familiar with the process involved. There's
nothing wrong with wanting to improve your residential, commercial, or institutional
property, however you should leave it to the experts who care.

The walls will need to be pressure washed. Before painting, we'll need to start with a clean
surface. Otherwise, our painting will trap dirt and make it look like blemishes, as well as
fail to adhere to the surface properly. This process also makes it easier to find damaged
areas, which is the next thing we will address. The overall process improves the quality of
the surface, and means you won't have to deal with painting for a lengthily period of time.
Our painters will then remove old, loose paint, and caulk trim. After that, it's about
protecting doors, windows, and lights, plus other immovable outdoor details like
shrubbery. All of this preparation is why this project is much more intensive than most
people realize.

Finally, the exterior painting and decorating begins. Once completed, we will have most
likely exceeded your expectations. 

When you're ready to get started with your painting and decorating project, 
contact us at: philanthropy@mariposacanada.ca



SCHOOLS
T H E  T Y P E  O F  P R O J E C T S  W E  P U R S U E

Elementary schools that are typically located in unprivileged communities.
Nurseries and Day Care Institutions that operate on a limited budget.
Secondary Schools that could really use a helping hand. 

Educational institutions:

 



MILITARY
FORCE FOR GOOD INITIATIVES FOR WHERE IT COUNTS THE MOST

WHEREVER AND WHENEVER WE CAN
HELP MILITARY FAMILIES AND OUR
BELOVED VETERANS, WE'RE THERE
100% TO DO WHATEVER IT TAKES TO
ADDRESS WHICHEVER ISSUES.



The Royal Canadian Legion
Whatever painting and decorating projects that the Royal Canadian Legion needs,
we are committed to assisting.

 
Our beloved Canadian Veterans
We strive to assist veterans with any scale of painting and decorating project. We
will accommodate the aspects of their living conditions. We are dedicated to
Improving the quality and comfort of life for veterans and their families, which is
our utmost priority and objective.

 



E M E R G E N C Y
R E S C U E R S

Our cherished

At Mariposa, we think about ways that
we can assist with budget allocation,
and if we can enable financial
flexibilities, so that monies that would
be applied to maintenance and repairs
of emergency response and police
stations and other infrastructure, can
then be applied to other critical needs
and programs of concern.

Whenever our Fire Fighters and
Rescuers, Paramedics, and Police need
assistance, we among Team Mariposa
are willing to show up and make a
measurable difference through our
philanthropic initiatives.
 



PHILANTHROPY
E N J O Y  O U R

Contact us at: philanthropy@mariposacanada.ca

We are more than pleased to discuss any painting
and decorating project that you would like for us
to consider pursuing.

"Let's complete a project and
have some fun at the same time".


